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Abstract：DHe to the road-constrained data deliv- 

ery and hi ly dynamic top ology of vehicle nodes 

in a Vehicular Ad Hoc Network(VANET)，it is 

better to construct routing based on the road--to-- 

road p attern than the traditional node—-to--node rou·- 

ting pattern in M ANETs．However，the challeng- 

ing issue is the opp ortunistic forwarding at inter- 

sections．Therefore，we p rop ose a novel routing 

scheme，called Buffer and Switch(BAS)．In BAS， 

each road buffers the data p ackets with multip le 

dup licates prop agation in order to provide more 

opportunities for Packet switching at intersec- 

tions．Different from conventional p rotocols in 

VANETs，the propagation of duplicates in BAS is 

bidirectional along the routing p ath．M oreover， 

BAS’s cost is much lower than other flooding- 

based protocols due to its spatio—-temporally con-- 

trolled dup licates prop agation．Different from re— 

cent researches，BAS can deliver p ackets not only 

to a stationary node，but also to the stationary or 

mobile nodes in a sp ecified area．W e conduct the 

extensive simulations to evaluate the p erformance 

ofBAS based on the road map of a real city col- 

lected from Google Earth．The simulation results 

show that BAS can outp erform the existing p roto— 

cols，esp ecially when the network resources are 

limited． 
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1．INTRODUCTlON 

Vehicular Ad Hoc Network(VANET)is 811 emerging 

network paradigm for data dissemination in Intelli— 

gent Transportation Systems(ITS)，which is very 

important to improve both driving safety and com- 

fort．In VANETs．the vehicles equipped with wire- 

less communication and computation devices carl 

p erfoHI1 wireless communication among vehicles．For 

this purpose，ITS has proposed the Wireless Access 

in Vehicular Environments(WAVE1 standards that 

define an architecture which collectively enables Ve— 

hMe—to一 cle(v2v)and l锄icle—to．Infrastructure 

(V2I)wireless communications[1】． 

Academic researchers and automotive industries 

are envisioning the dep loy ment of a 1arge sp ec— 

trum of applications running oil VANETs，such as 

monitor of traffic，Prevention of collisions，nearby 

information services．real—time travel P 1an compu— 

tation an d provision of Internet connectivity to 

moving vehicles．M oreover，driver’s line—of-sight 

vision is offen blocked by vehicles，buildings and 

other obstacles．Usmg wireless communications， 

the remote in—time information(such as accidents， 

traffic congestion and so on)can be obtained by 

reliable and tim ely multi—hop data delivery． 

Efbclent routing based on infrastru cture．1ess 

V2V communications is the most comp elling issue 
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for the mentioned apPlications in NETs Due 

to hj mobility，the top ology of a vehicular net— 

work changes rapidly．Different from the tradi- 

tional node-to—node P attem of routing which is 

based Oil the mobile node top ology in M obile Ad 

Hoc Networks(MANETs) 1，VANETs usual— 

ly cannot establish a stable end．．to．．end path to 

transmit data P ackets due to the intermittent con— 

nectivity[7_9]．To leverage the problem of inter- 

mittent connectivity in VANET s，researchers『7， 

10]proposed the Delay—Tolerant Network(DTN) 

to analyze the interconnect networks where end— 

to-end route between mobile nodes may not exist． 

Authors of Ref．[11]proposed using the carry— 

move-forward manner，where a mobile node can 

carry the received P acket，move for a while，and 

then，forward the Packet to the next—hop node 

which has a higher p ossibility of transmitting the 

Packet to the destination．Authors of Ref_『121 in． 

troduced the op p ortunistic networks，where mo— 

bile nodes are enabled to communicate with each 

other even if a route connecting them never exists． 

The authors present that the main foCHS of re． 

search on op p ortunistic networks has been on 

routing and forw arding issues，because finding 

routes towards the desired destination in such dis— 

connected environments is regarded as the most 

comp elling issue． 

Unlike M ANETs．the mobility of vehicle nodes in 

VANETs is constrained by predefmed roads．Due to 

the buildings and other obstacles，the data delivery 

based on the V2V communications over VANETs is 

also constrained by the roads．Compared  with highly 

dy namic topology of nodes，the road topology is 

static an d stable which can be utilized for routing in 

VANETs．This implies that the data packets can  be 

routed road by road．W e term  this Pattern of routing 

as road—to—road．which is significant different from 

traditional routing in M ANETs．In the road—to—road 

routingpattern，the intersections are responsible for 

packet switching an d the roads are the links which 

connect the intersectioDS． 

Therefore．the data delivery in VANETs can be 

classified into two categories，which are the road 
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delivery an d the intersection delivery．Data for— 

warding in the road delivery is much simp1el"than 

the intersection delivery ，since the traffic is at most 

bidirectiona1．Thus，due to the various directions at 

intersections an d intermittent connectivity among 

vehicle nodes，the opp orttmistic forwarding at in— 

tersections is the challenging issue in VANET s．In 

order to overcome this problem，we propose a no— 

vel protocol，called Buffer and Switch(BAS)．The 

basic idea behind the protocol is to use the nodes 

on each road to buffer the data P ackets with mul— 

tiple duplicates propagation in order to provide 

more op p ortunities for p acket switching at inter— 

sections．Different from conventional protocols in 

VANETs．the duplicates in BAS is propagated 

not only to the vehicle nodes ahead (term ed as 

downstream propagation)，but also to the nodes 

behind(termed as upstream propagation)along 

the routing P ath．Due to the resource—constrained 

(such as the bandwidth and storage sp ace of vehi— 

cle nodes in NETs BAS adopts the spatio— 

temp orally controlled dup licates p rop agation on 

each road along the routing p ath．And comp ared 

with the flooding—based p rotocols in NET s the 

propagation for buffering duplicates in a road is 

selective．M oreover，simulation results show that 

our protocol P erforms much better than the exist— 

ing routing protocols．BAS can not only increase 

the forwarding op p ortunities along the routing 

p ath(esp ecially at intersections)，but also reduce 

the resource consump tion of multiD le dup licates． 

The rest of the PaDer is organized as follows． 

Section II reviews p revious studies．Section III de— 

scribes the details of BAS．Section IV an alyzes the 

BAS routing scheme．Section V dep icts the P er— 

form ance evaluation of BAS an d the results．Sec． 

tion VI concludes this P aD er． 

．̈RELATED W ORK 

An effi cient multi-hop routing algo rithm is very 

imp ortant for several scenarios in a large—scale 

VANET．F or examp le，without Internet connec— 

tion，a moving vehicle may want to query a data 
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center ten miles away through a VANET．Ding et 

a1．『131 introduced that the sensing data from a ve— 

hicle may need to be sent to a sink that is de— 

ployed miles away，or a vehicle may want to send 

queries to a remote site such as gas station，restau- 

rant，or parking area；thus，a multi—hop routing al— 

go rithm is needed in a large vehicular network for 

these applications．Then the authors propose a 

Static—node Assisted Adap tive Data Dissemination 

p rotocol(SADV)for vehicular networks．They 

suggest emp loy ing mechanisms that enable the 

P acket to wait at an intersection until the best 

Path is available．To achieve this goal，they add 

static nodes at intersections that store and forward 

the packet when appropriate．Sormani et al，[14] 

took an  accident happening on the highway as an 

example．In order to prevent dangerous situations， 

the crashed cars an d POSSibly other cars in the vic— 

inity immediately generate a message that is deliv- 

ered to the nearest ambulan ce an d Police stations， 

the vehicles within one mile far from the accident 

area and the closest highway entran ces． 

M any protocols[3，5]assume that the interme— 

diate nodes can  be found to setup an end—to—end 

connection；otherw ise，the packet will be dropped． 

Naumov and Gross[2]p resented a P osition-based 

routing scheme called CAR designed sp ecifically 

for inter--vehicle communication in a city and high．- 

way environment．CAR integrates locathag desti— 

nations with fending connected P aths between 

source and destination．0nce a P ath is found，it is 

auto—adjusted on the fly to account for changes， 
without an other discovery process． 

Wisitpongphan et a1．[15]indicated that although 
the average re—healing time for I一80 typ e of free— 

ways was，on average ，less than 30 s，such longnet— 

work disconnection time could be a maior p roblem 

for conventional ad hoc routing p rotocols such as 

AODV[5]or DSR [3]，which can only tolerate a 

network disconn ection time of up to 2～3 s．In ad— 

dition，some time．critical ap p lications may not be 

able to function p rop erly in disconnected VANET 

as the end--to．-end delay could be on the order of 

several minutes．Huang et a1．[1 6]p resented the 

characteristics of a VANET．which is the Shanghai 

Urban icular network(suVnet)．Because of the 

sp arse distribution and dynamic top ology of SUV— 

net．the authors conclude that sim ply utilizing the 

conventional MANET routing protocols in SUVnet 

may not achieve a satisfactory P erformancc． 

VaJ】dat and Becker in Ref『171 used epidemic 

routing．W henever two nodes meet，they exchange 

the data that they do not Possess．The random 

Pair—wise exchanges of packets among mobile 

hosts ensure eventual P acket defivery．In Ref．[7]， 

Zhap an d Cao made use of the P redicable vehicle 

mobility，which was lim ited by the road traffic 

Pattern and road layout．Based on the existing 

road traf6c Pattern．a vehicle can find the next 

road to forw ard the P acket to reduce the delay． 

The estimation ofpacket forwarding delay through 

each road is based on some statistical data such as 

the average vehicle density． 

Some p rotocols add controlled nodes to help 

packet forwarding．Li and Rus【18]proposed to 

have mobile nodes proactively modify theft trajec． 

tories to transmit packets．Zhao et a1．[19]pro— 

P osed to utilize sp ecial mobile nodes called mes— 

sage ferries，which move non—ran domly in the de— 

ployed area，to help data delivery in a sparse net- 

work．However，in vehicular networks，it is im — 

p ossible to modify the trajectories of the moving 

vehicles or fmd such ferries． 

Ⅲ．BUFFER AND SW lTCH 

In this section，we first introduce the assumptions 

an d the introduction of the road—-to--road routing 

Pattem ．an d then a distributed real—time delay esti— 

mation scheme for routing P ath determination． 

Duc to the road constraint for data delivery in 

VANETs．the data delivery can  be classified as in— 

tersection Phase an d road phase．Thus，we will de- 

scribe the details of BAS，which ineludes the 

p acket switching at intersections an d the p acket 

buffering in roads． 

3．1 Assumptions 

W e assume that each vehicle knows its location by 
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triangulation or through the GPS service，which is 

already available in most new cars and will be 

common in the future．In addition，each vehicle has 

a digital street map．Vehicles communicate with 

each other through short range wireless channe1． 

Let denote the maximal tran smission range ，an d 

let denote the road from the intersection Ii to ． 

M  oreover，let P denote the vehicle density on road 

r ，an d let vl{denote the average vehicle velocity on 

road r／j．Like Refs．[7—8，15]，in our scenarios the da— 

ta delivery is based on infrastructure—less V2V 

communications，an d the destination node for each 

packet is stationary，such as a shop，a park and so 

nn ． 

Fig．1 Neighbors 

Def'mition(neighbor)：for a vehicle，the neigh— 
bors of it refer to the vehicles which are in its 

comm unication range 6icles can  find their 

neighbors through beacon messages，which has 

been discussed in Ref．[2]．As shown in Figure 1， 

vehicle B，C D and E are all the neighbors of ve． 

hide A ． 

3．2 The road·-to·-road  muting pattern 

The infrastructure—less V2V communications in 

VANETs is affected by the environments．Due to 

the buildings an d other obstacles，the data delivery 

based on the V2V communications over VANETs 

is also constrained by the roads．Thus，the routing 

based on the V2V communications can only be a- 

long the road(see in Figure 2(a))．On the other 

hand due to the road—constraint for the data deliv． 

ery，the nodes on different roads cannot communi— 

cate directly．As shown in Figure 2(b)，the nodes 
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on different roads can communicate with each oth— 

er by the nods at the intersection． 

Fig．2 The road-constraintfor routing 

The traditional routing P attem in ad hoc net— 

works is based on the node．．to．．node routing P at．- 

tern．As shown in Figure 3(a)，in the network with 

static nodes(such as wireless sensor networks 1 

the topology of it is stable．So it is easy to obtain 

the routing path with the help of the status of the 

topology．As shown in Figure 3(b)，although the 

nodes in the traditional M obile Ad Hoc Network 

(MANET)are mobile，an end—to—end routing path 

can also be founded for data delivery f such as 

A0DV1．However，in DTN，the intermittent con— 

nectivity interrupts the end—to—end routing path， 

and the data delivery can  relay on the way of car— 

ry —an d—forward In NETs． due to the high 

mobility of nodes，the intermittent connectivity a— 

mong nodes is more severe，and the topology of 

nodes is more unstable．Therefore，the routing based 

on the node--to--node Pattem in VANETs is not 

suitable 

Fig．3 The node topology 
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Unlike M ANET s．the mobility of vehicle 

nodes in VANET s is constrained by P rede- 

fined roads．Due to the buildings and other ob— 

stacles，the data delivery based on the V2 V 

communications over VANET s is also con— 

strained by the roads．C omp ared w ith hi ly 

dy namic top ology of nodes，the road top ology 

is static and stable which can be utilized for 

routing in VAN ET s．This implies that the data 

P ackets can be routed road by road．W e term 

this p attern of routing as road—to—road，which 

is significantly different from node．to—node 

routing in M ANET s．In the road—to—road rou— 

ting P attern，the intersections are resp onsible 

fo r P acket switching， and the roads are the 

links w hich connect the intersections． 

Fi The road-to—road  routing scheme 

As shown in Figure 4(a)，the first vehicle gen— 

erating the data P acket at S should generate a 

routing Path to the destm’ation D ．Some studies 

『8 1 have shown that the road density will even— 

tually be stabilized during high—traffi c volume． 

After a P eriod of time．som e states of a road． 

such as the average vehicle sp eed or P acket de— 

livery delay，will also be stabilized．Therefore。 

the vehicles can find a routing P ath based on 

these statistics of the road top ology as shown 

in Figure 4(b)．M oreover，due to the opPortun— 

istic forw arding and stochastic mobility of 

nodes in VANETs，it is hard to find the optim al 

routing P ath before data delivery，and the statis— 

tics can be used as references for routing P ath， 

which only reflect the general states．Based on 

the statistics of data delivery delay of each road， 

the vehicle at S can calculate an exp ected routing 

P ath by using the shortest road P ath between 

source S and destination D，and store this rou— 

ting Path to the Packet．For the effi ciency of 

routing Path，the node S sets an effi cient range 

to re—calculate the routing P ath．If the first vehi— 

cle carryhag the Packet moves out of the range， 

it will re．calculate a new routing P ath as the ex- 

P ected routing P ath． 

In a road topology，the data forwarding in the 

road delivery is much simp ler than the intersection 

delivery，since the traffic is at most bidirectiona1． 

For the road—to-road routing pattern，there are 

three issues which will be D resented in the follow— 

ing sections：the status of each road．the data de— 

livery along each road，and the data delivery at 

each intersection． 

33 Distributed real—time delay estimation scheme 

For the routing P ath determination，some studies 

[7—8]have shown that after a period of time，some 

states of a road．such as the average vehicle sp eed 

or traffi c density．will also be stabilized．M any 

studies[7-8]have proposed various data delivery 

delay estimation schemes for the roads in 

VANETs．which are based on the traffi c density 

information obtained from the pre-loaded statistics 

[7]or P2P protocol for discovering and distribu‘ 

ting density information[8，20]．Therefore，the ve— 

hicles can find a routing Path based on these 

schemes．For effectively evaluatingthe Packet de— 

livery delay along each road，we p rop ose a distrib- 

uted real—tim e delay estim ation scheme，which in— 

volves information collection，aggregation and dis- 

semination．In this scheme，the vehicles calculate 

the real—tim e p acket delivery delay of each road， 

and thenpropagate it to theirneighbors in orderto 

make all vehicles in network obtain the real—tim e 

inform ation an d estim ate the P acket delivery delay 

of each road． 
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Fig．5 Obtain real—time dei records 

1、Information collection：when a vehicle sto— 

ring a packet that moves into the road ，it will 

record the current time as stime(in Figure 5(a))in 

the P acket． 西en a vehicle which stores this 

packet that moves out ofthe road ri and into the 

intersection Ii，it will record the current time as 

etime(Figure 5(b))．Therefore，the vehicle storing 

the P acket can calculate the delively delay in road 

r／j(denoted as d )as follows： 

=etime—stime (1) 

Keeping a timestamp(denoted by )of the 

p acket when the delivery delay of a road is tom- 

puted Call be used to maintain freshness．W hen a 

node updates the delay of a road，it keeps a times— 

tamp along with the delay．The vehicle stores the 

delay time as the delay record of this road，and let 

etime be the timestamp of this record in the fol— 

lowing form ： 

(road id，delay，timestamp) 

2)Information aggregation：when a node gener— 

ates a new record，it will update the estimation of 

this road．Each vehicle P eriodically broadcasts the 

latest delay record of each road it stores，and the 

interval is denoted by Af．W hen a node receives 
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the broadcast message，it can comp are its local 

copy of delay record with the incoming delay re— 

cord and only update the delay of the roads that 

have a more recent timestamp．W hen an update 

occurs，the local tim estamp is rep laced by the one 

from the message to ensure that a node only ob— 

tains the most accurate density inform ation． 

Let Df denote the estimation of delay in road 

r while the vehicle has received delay records．It 

is equal to the weighted mean Of all received delay 

records with timestamp s as their weights： 

D 
dl_1‘tsl+d 2’ts2+ ⋯ +dlf n‘ts 

f l+ 2+ ⋯ + 
(2) 

This can reflect not only the rea1．．time delay es-- 

tim ation．but also the statistics of all received de— 

lay records．In Eq．(2)，vehicles need to store all 

received records，and the cost of storage sp ace 

may be high．So we use the recursive way to re— 

write Eq．f21 as follows： 

D 一
D 

= ± ! ts 
st n + ts n 

(3) 

where，st denotes the sum of tim estamp s of 

received delay records for road r／j．So while a vehi— 

cle up dates the estim ation delay of road rii，it will 

add the new timestamp as follows： 

Sti；H st _、+ ts n 

In this way ，besides the latest delay record，a 

vehicle only stores D n and stli n．Compared with 

Eq．(2)，this method can save the storage space． 

Initially，there is no record for each vehicle．The 

estimation D 0 is equal to the average travel tim e 

of road r ，an d stlj o is 0．W hen a vehicle receives a 

fresher record，it will re-calculate D an d st ac— 

cording to Eq．(3)and Eq．(4)． 

3)Inform ation dissemination：certainly，it is in— 

feasible to broadcast and maintain the entire delay 

information of all roads ever encountered．T o be 

more practical，we propose to only receive the in— 

formation of roads in a fixed size range． 

Since stable top ology is most likely to occur 

during high—peak traffi c hours，this scheme uses an 

adap tive broadcasting mechanism where the broad— 

casting interval At is chan ged according to the 

number of the records of delay inform ation re— 
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the range of an infected group is affected by the 

traffi c density of each road along the routing p ath． 

While the tram c density of each road is lower．the 

infected group will cover more roads along the 

Path．The adjustment is controlled by the TTL 

mechan ism which has discussed above． 

43 The mobile destination in a specified area 

Most recent researches r7—8，13 1 in VANETs focus 

on the data defivery from a Sourcc node(such as a 

moving vehicle)to a stationary node rsuch aS a shop 

or a park)．but our proposed BAS protocol Call be 

appfied in the defivery to the stationary or mobile 

nodes in a specified area(as shown in Figure 1l、 

with the helD of the controlled infected group． 

Fig．11 Packet delivery to a speeified oTea 

This type of defivery to an area has a lot of 

scenarios，such as：1)Geocast[22-23】，the objec— 

tive of a geocast routing is to deliver the P acket 

from a source node to all other nodes with a sp eci— 

fled geograp hical region；2)mobile destination 

node，the destination area is a moving range of a 

mobile node．such as the Pofice Patrol car． 

As shown in Figure 11．the destination of the 

data Packet generated at S is not a node but a 

sp ecified area．which wil1 be stored in the routing 

of the Packet．W hile a duplicate of the Packet ar- 

rives in the destination area，it will be propagated 

in the area．an d all the duplicates out of it will be 

dropped．W e term the propagation as buffering in 

the specified area．However，the propagation is 

limited in the area．so the infected node will drop 

the dup1icate while it moves out of the area． 

V．PERFORMANCE EVALUA_rION 

In this section，we evaluate the P erformance of 

BAS compared with Epidemic routing[17] 

which is a typ ical P rotocol with dup licates and 

GPSR (nodes with buffers)[4，7]which is a 
classical P rotocol without dup licates．In general， 

the Ep idemic can be an op timal solution if the 

resource is unlimited．The simulation time is 60 

mins．W e Perform the sim ulat ion on a real street 

maD of Chengdu，a city in China．As shown in 

Figure 12．we extract a regional urban area from 

Google Earth with the range of 3 600 m x2 500 m， 

which contains 24 intersections．The number of sim- 

ulated vehicles is from 100 to 500．The average 

speed ran ges from 40 to 80 kilometers per hour． 

depending on the speed limit of the specific road 

it travels on． 

rig．12 RoadTopology usedin the simulation 

Like the setup in Ref．[2]，the radio range is 
set at 400 m for the city scenarios．The M AC 

Protocol is 2M bp s 802．1 1．The interval time of 

beacon message is 1 s．As the mobility model 

used in Ref．『7]，in order to Produce uneven 

traffi c densRy the roads are chosen to go 

throu with different P robabilities．Among all 

vehicles．1 0 of them are randomly chosen to 

send CBR data P acket to random roads during 

the move．The data sending rate(CBR rate)is 1 
Packet Per second．For all Protocols， simple 

First In First Out(FIF0 1 rep lacement is used 

to manage the storage space．All experiment Pa‘ 

rameters are shown in Table I． 
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Table ISimulationpcrameters 

PRra~l_eter Value 

Simulation area 3 600 m x2 500 m 

Number of intersections 24 

Number of vehicles 

Number of data packet sender 

Communication range 

Vehicle velocity 

CBR rate 

Data packet size(in KB) 

Vehicle beacon interra1 

10O～500 

lO 

200 m 

40～80 km／h 

1 packet per second 

1，4 

Comp aring the protocols，we choose to evalu— 

ate them according to the following two metrics： 

1 1 Data delivery ratio：the ratio of the number 

of p ackets originated by the CBR sources to the 

number of P ackets received by the CBR sink at 

the fenal destination． 

2、Data delivery delay：the earliest alTival time 

of the P acket at the destination． 

5．1 Impact of vehicle nodes 

In this section．we comp are the P erfofinance Of 

BAS with Epidemic and GPSR in terms of data 

delively ratio an d delay，an d examine how it is af- 

fected by the number of vehicles．The P acket size 

is 4 KB．and the local buffer size of each node is 

unlimited． 

Figure 1 3(a)shows the data delivery ratio as a 

function of the number of vehicles．The delivery 

ratio Of GP SR is P oor when the vehicle density is 

low．an d the ratio of it is increasing while number 

of vehicle nodes is increasing．W e notice that the 

ratio of Ep idemic with 200 nodes is higher than  

that with 10O nodes．because more nodes carrying 

more dup licates can help to timely deliver p ack— 

ets．However，as the number of vehicles increases， 

due to M AC layer collisions．the number of data 

requests increases．Therefore．the network trafbc 

dramatically increases in Ep idemic，and increasing 

the number of collisions and reducing the data de— 

livery ratio．The delivery ratio of Epidernic drops 
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faster，so Epidemic is very sensitive to the number 

of vehicles．By considering the opp ortunistic for- 

warding at intersections and resource—constrained in 

VANETs，BAS outperforms the other protocols． 

F 13 Impact oJ vehfc nodes 

Figure 13(b)shows the change of data delivery 

delay with the increase of the number of vehicles． 

As the number of vehicles increases，the delay of 

Ep idemic is decreasing when the number of nodes 

is low (e．g．100 and 200 in Figure 13(b))，since 

more nodes can p rovide more op p ortunities for 

P acket forwarding an d the redundant dup licates 

can help the p acket be eventually delivered．How— 

ever when the number of nodes is more than 200， 

the delay of Ep idemic is increasing while the num— 

ber of nodes is increasing，because Ep idemic gener— 

ates much more redundant duplicates．As the data 

traffi c load increases，many duplicates may be 

dropp ed．GPSR has relatively higher data delivery 

delay when the number of vehicles is smal1．Since 

BAS uses multiple duplicates propagation only a— 
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long all expected routing path．Compared with ep— 

idemic routing protocol，this can reduce the over— 

head by distributing a smal1 number of dup licates． 

And comp ared with GP SR which is without du— 

p1icates．BAS shows much lower delivery delay， 

since BAS considers the vehicle tra1 c P attern 

when constructing routing p ath，and can increase 

the forwarding opportunities along the expected 

routing p aths to route p ackets efficiently，esp e— 

cially at each intersection． 

5．2 Unlimited resource 

In this section．we evaluate the P erformance Of 

BAS．Epidemic and with GPSR unlimited re- 

source．The buffer size of each vehicle is unlim ited 

and the packet size is l KB．Figure 14(a)shows 

the change of data delivery ratio with the increase 

of the number of vehicles．W e notice that while 

the number of vehicles is increasing．the data deliv- 

ery ratios of al1 P rotocols are also increasing． 

GPSR is not a good choice since the geographical 

approach sometimes 1eads to void areas with few 

vehicles p assing by．Therefore，its delivery ratio is 

P oor when vehicle density is 1ow ．Ep idemic P er- 

forms the best while the resource is unlimited． 

BAS Protocol PerforlTIS better than  GPSR and is 

close to Epidemic．Figure 14fb)shows the aver- 

age data delivery delay as a function of the num— 

ber of vehicles．W e notice that while the number 

of vehicles is increasing，the data delivery delay s 

of all P rotocols are decreasing．This is because 

more vehicles can P rovide more op P ortunit ies 

f0r data delivery．and this will reduce the time 

while P ackets are carried by vehicles．Therefo re， 

P ackets can be deliVered along the exp ected rou- 

ting P ath．and this can reduce data delivery de— 

lay．W hile the resource is unlimited，the delay of 

Epidemic is the low est．The delay of BA S is 

lower than GP SR．and is close to Ep idemic． 

53 Impact of packet size 

According to the aforementioned introduction， 

due to the resource—constrained (such as the 

bandwidth and storage sp ace of vehicle nodes)in 

VANETs．we compare the PerfelrlTlance of BAS 

with Ep idemic and GPSR under lim ited resource 

in terms of data delivery ratio and delay，and ex- 

amine how it is affected by the data Packet size． 

Larger P acket size consumes more bandwidth and 

generates more conflicts for the limited wireless 

channe1．The number of vehicles is 300。an d the lo- 

ca1 buffer size of each node is unlim ited．The de- 

livery ratio of the eD idemic routing drop s much 

faster than that Of BAS as the Packet size increa- 

ses(see Figure 15(a))．As shown in Figure 15(b)， 

the delivery delay of the ep idemic routing increa— 

ses dramatically while the Packet size increases 

due to the congestion caused by the huge data 

traffic load．Ep idemic routing is more sensitive to 

the P acket size comp ared to other protocols be— 

cause it generates many redundan t dup licates 

which need much more bandwidth． 

Fig．14 Unlimited buffer size and 1 KB packet size 
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Fig．15 Impact ofdatapacket size 

5．4 Impact of buffer size 

In this section．we comp are the P erfo·rmance of 

BAS with Ep idemic and GPSR under lim ited buif- 

er size for each node．Figure 16 illustrates how the 

two protocols react to the lim ited buffer size in 

terms of delively ratio and delay．TO make a fair 

comp arison，we choose the 300 nodes dep loyment 

scenario．and the data Packet size is 1KB． 

Generally sp eaking,as the buffer size increases， 

the data derively ratio increases(see in Figure l6 

fa1．This iS due to the reason that increasing the 

buffer space will increase the chan ce of the Packet 

carrier in finding avehicleto relay the data．0n the 

other han d，with buffer size limited，new data 

Packets may replace the old undelivered packets， 

resulting in packet dropS an d low delivery ratio． 

BAS and Epidemic are the protocols with dupli— 

cates．W e notice that eD idemic routing is more 

sensitive to the buffer size compared to BAS。be— 

cause it generates man y redundant P ackets which 

need much more buffer space．Figure 16(b)shows 

that the delay OfBAS is much lower than the eDi一 
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demic routing p rotoco1．Intuitively，the delay is 

decreasing while the buffer size is increasing，but 

the delay of Ep idemic iS not．This is because 

nodes with 1arger buffer size can deriver Packets 

that are usually drop p ed by nodes with smaller 

size(illustrated by its 1ower data derively ratio 1． 

Because GPSR is the protocol without dupricates． 

it consumes the least resource．However，the data 

defively ratio of BAS iS slightly better than  

GPsR．W e notice that when the buffer size is 

smaller than 1 10．the data deriver5'delay of GPSR 

is better than BAS．However，by considering the 

lower ratio of GPSR than BAS．nodes with GPSR 

will drop more p ackets with longer delay．There— 

fore，BAS is a cost-efficient routing protoco1． 

Fig．16 Impact ofbuffer size 

Ⅵ．CONCLUSlONS AND FUTURE W ORK 

Due to high mobility，the top ology of nodes in 

VANETs changes rapidly．Different from previ— 

OUS M  ANET s，a VANET usually can not establish 
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a stable end．．to．．end Path to transmit data Packets 

due to the intermittent connectivity．T O deal with 

opp ortunistic forwarding an d limited resources in 

VANET s，we p rop osed a road—to—road routing 

scheme for multi—hop data defivery in NET s．． 

called Buffer and Switch (BAS)．In BAS，roads 

buffer the data P ackets with multip le dup 1icates 

propagation in order to provide more opportuni。 

ties for P acket switching at intersections．Exp eri- 

mental results showed that the prop osed BAS 

p rotocol outp erforms both ep idemic routing and 

GPsR．and has less consumption of resource than 

ordinary ep idemic routing． 

W e plan to expan d our work under some extreme 

situations，such as at dni曲t，when the average 
number of neighbors for all nodes is less than  one． 

Based on BAS，we will consider using utility—based 

or other e伍 clent single—duplicate schemes to route 

each duplicate independen tly．呻西逼怯 
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